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Background, 
Insights and 
Recommendations
Arla Foods is a Danish dairy manufacturing company whose mission is to ensure 
the highest value for its farmers and their milk production, with the vision of 
creating the future of dairy products by bringing health to the world1. 

The aim of its international expansion is 
to establish itself in the MENA market and 
become a recognized brand. To achieve 
this objective, Arla Foods wants to carry 
out ad campaigns on digital platforms, a 
move that is aligned with one of the “no-
regret” strategic moves that will show the 
direction in which the consumer products 
industry is moving2 . 

Arla Foods was interested in measuring 
the competitiveness of the Brand Auction 
(BA) solution by comparing the results 
in the KSA market on popular platforms 
like TikTok, Twitter or Facebook. In order 
to achieve this goal, Deloitte worked on a 
project to deploy the same video campaign 
across different platforms and analyze the 
results to have a fair comparison between 
them. This study allowed us to extract 
valuable insights that we have turned 
into best practices for campaign 
management:

1. tps://www.arla.com/company/strategy/

2. https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/consumer-business/articles/consumer-products-industry-outlook.html
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Insights Recommendations

1. tps://www.arla.com/company/strategy/

2. https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/consumer-business/articles/consumer-products-industry-outlook.html

Campaign objectives…
Every digital platform has its own 
content consumption behavior and its 
own nature. Even if we can set a campaign 
with a different objective, we should align 
the marketing aim with the nature of the 
platform. We must seek to optimize 
performance and to make the campaign 
native for users.

The lower the cost…
In comparison with other platforms, 
TikTok had the lowest cost. If our goal is 
to reach as many users as possible, we will 
have to ensure we secure the most 
efficient CPMs.

Video View time decays over time…
Video Views and Video View Time decline 
over time, which translates into an 
increase in CPV. Even with a frequency cap, 
we are going to impact the same audience 
more than once, creating a “fatigue” effect. 
Therefore, a frequency cap might not be 
sufficient.

If there is no high stickiness…
Users tend not to watch the whole video if 
it is in a full-length format. For skippable 
ads, the percentage of users who watch the 
full video is low.

…aligned with the nature of each platform
If we are launching an awareness campaign, where the 
aim is to reach as many users as we can, TikTok is a 
very integral platform to help drive cost effective & 
mass reach due to its exponentially growing 
penetration and usage. If the awareness campaign is in 
video format, we should combine TikTok with 
YouTube.

…the better the exposure.
In line with the previous recommendation, we must 
choose the best digital platform for our objective. In this 
project the advertiser ran an awareness campaign, 
and found that TikTok, because of its costs, was the 
best option.

… so, we must renew the creatives
To avoid this “fatigue”, we should change creatives 
over the time. We can create more than one 
masterpiece. Each piece will allow the advertiser to 
verify which creative line works best, and then iterate 
different versions of it.

…the shorter the better
Our recommendation is to use short formats and 
focus on the main message during the first part of 
the creative. Creatives must be adapted to the 
platform, not just in format but in nature. Ads should be 
designed to match this ephemeral content consumption 
behavior.

Case Study: The Arla Cross Platform Measurement Study
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Campaign 
objectives and 
set up
Campaign objective 
Arla Foods decided to launch a brand 
awareness and interest campaign using a 
video format. Awareness and interest 
are the first steps of the marketing 
funnel, and the goal of working those 
steps is to reach your target audience 
and introduce them to our brand.

This means that our focus when analyzing 
the data should be on those metrics that 
are directly related to the objective of 
reaching as many users as possible, thus 
obtaining the maximum brand exposure.

Set Up 
A total budget of $40,000 was divided 
equally among the five selected 
digital platforms (TikTok, YouTube, 
the Facebook Network3, Snapchat 
and Twitter), i.e., $8,000 for each one. 
This campaign was set for one month, 
from February 16 to March 15, 2021, with 
a planned daily budget per platform of 
$300. We also defined our target audience, 
women aged from 18 to 34, limited 
geographically to Saudi Arabia. 

3.   The Facebook Network comprises Facebook, Instagram, the Facebook Audience network and Messenger (those last two were highly residual), with no established 
budgeting strategy.

AWARENESS

INTEREST

CONSIDERATION

INTENT

EVALUATION

PURCHASE
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Methodology

4.  To make the metrics comparable, we re-weighted the metrics until that date so as to ensure that we were comparing results on the same basis.

Approach
As our goal was to compare campaign results, we needed Arla 
Foods’ full commitment before running the test so that the 
experiment and the campaigns could be designed and implemented 
properly. This is an important step in this kind of analysis because 
we cannot modify the experiment once the campaign has ended. 
To design an effective experiment to compare different platforms, 
we need to make sure that: the duration of the campaign is long 
enough, the level of investment is the same for each platform, 
the campaigns are synchronized across all platforms and 
the other campaign dimensions, target audience, frequency, 
placements and creatives, are aligned.

Before launching the campaign, we agreed that differences when 
executing it and the characteristics of each platform / format 
could impact the metrics we want to measure. After analysing 
the data, we would decide whether we needed to re-weight the 
results to make a fair comparison between platforms.

Once the campaigns were finished, we realized that spending had 
not been constant over time for all the platforms. We decided to 
perform the study using the metrics obtained until March 2. 
By this time, nearly half of the budget had been spent, and we 
should have had enough data for the comparison. So, all the data 
shown from this point on in this document will refer to that first  
part of the campaign4.
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Campaign  
results

Volume Impressions 
The number of impressions is the first 
metric that we must consider when we 
have executed a brand campaign.

We can use this metric to measure 
how many times we have impacted our 
audience. In other words, it is the number 
of times our ads appeared to users.

Here we see that TikTok stands out from 
the rest of the networks with 8.7 million 
impressions. The second best, Snapchat, 
has 3.6 million impressions, less than half 
the figure obtained by TikTok. The last 
platform in this graph is Facebook Network, 
with little more than a million impressions.

In summary, Arla 
Foods obtained 
almost the same 
impressions on TikTok 
as it did on the other 
digital networks 
combined.

Impressions

TikTok Snapchat

8,734,258

1,711,882

1,075,024

Twitter Facebook

Youtube

3,631,583

2,164,716

The first main result is 
that, for every dollar 
spent, Arla Foods was 
obtaining better results 
for all the metrics with 
TikTok. 

Reaching high Volume of 
Impressions, Reach and Video Views 
leads to achieving a good brand 
exposure, which is the main goal in a 
Brand and Awareness campaign.
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2-second VideoViews

TikTok Snapchat

Twitter Facebook

Youtube

679,075

845,017

861,240

2,134,385

2,236,326

Clicks

TikTok Snapchat

Twitter Facebook

Youtube

2,692

10,145

11,630

19,074

31,414

Video Views 
The first disclaimer here is that every 
network has its own definition of video view.

For example, TikTok counts a video view 
if the user has seen at least 2 seconds of 
the content. On Twitter5 this definition is 
different, a video view is when your video is 
watched in 50% view for 2 seconds or more, 
or when someone clicks to expand / unmute 
the video. 

To unify the criteria, we used the 2-second 
video view to compare results across 
networks.

An important point to keep in mind is that 
YouTube makes the user watch the first 
5 seconds of every ad, both in Bumper 
format, which cannot be skipped, and 
TrueView, which can. That is why YouTube’s 
Video Views are almost the same as its 
Impressions. Unless the user leaves the 
page, each impression will have at least 
5 seconds of ad viewing. Video ads on all 
other platforms can be skipped.

We can see that TikTok is again 
at the top of the ranking, closely 
followed by YouTube.

5.  Definition from https://business.twitter.com/en/help/campaign-setup/create-a-video-views-campaign.html

Clicks 
Even though it was an awareness 
campaign, we were also interested in 
comparing click performance6. We can use 
clicks as the metric of “interest”, as the click 
leads the user to Arla Food’s website. 

TikTok is again in the lead, but here we 
see some differences from the previous 
charts. The Facebook Network rises to 
second position, and Twitter to third. 
On the other hand, YouTube falls to last 
position. Both networks, Facebook and 
Twitter, have a more engaging nature than 
YouTube, where the natural behavior is to 
watch the video, but not interact with it, at 
least in this type of awareness campaign.

If the goal is to have a performance 
campaign, where the objective is to bring 
users to the webpage or take some action, 
we should look at the CTR and try to make 
every impression count for this metric. 
Our focus here is branding and TikTok is 
once again the leader in the number of 
clicks, thanks to the volume of impressions, 
arousing more interest from users than 
other platforms. 
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Consistency 
Beyond the total figures, we can now look 
at day-by-day performance to see if these 
platforms perform similarly. This will show 
the consistency of the platforms. This 
means that we can trust a highly consistent 
platform and assume that its behavior will 
be similar over time:

In the graph below, we can see the 
investment made (x-axis) and the 
impressions (y-axis) for each day (dots). 
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6.  Snapchat does not have clicks, so we are using “Swipe ups” as a proxy for clicks.

We can observe that TikTok not only 
outperforms the other networks in global 
terms, but also in daily performance.
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CPM vs CPV per creative8
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If we analyze the data at creative7 level, the 
following behavior can be observed: 

As shown in the graph, the platforms 
and format can be classified into three 
segments:

7.    YouTube has one Trueview ad and three Bumper ads. Since the nature of Bumper ads works independently of the ad itself, we have added these three creatives at 
one point and let the Trueview ad stand alone. 

8.  We multiplied the CPV by 100 to have a more readable metric.

1   Top Brand Exposure: the most 
competitive platforms in terms of both 
CPM and CPV. The TikTok and YouTube 
Bumper formats are in this area, as they 
are the best for reaching as many users as 
possible, thanks to their exposure capacity. 

2   Challengers: with a low CPM, but 
not as a low CPV as the previous category. 
Still good for branding and awareness 
campaigns.

3   Classic Networks: Facebook and 
Twitter seem not to be as competitive as 
TikTok and if an advertiser is looking to 
reach the largest possible audience, it may 
not be the cheapest option.
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Brand exposure  
Using the duration of the ads and the 
different percentages of video views, 
we have built the "brand exposure 
metric9”, which adds up the total 
number seconds watched. 

We then divided this metric by investment 
to standardize the results. In other words, 
we calculated the number of seconds that 
we impact users for every dollar invested 
on each platform.

For a detailed close-up view, we will focus 
on comparable creatives, in order to make 
a fair comparison. These are the results 
of the best 6-second creatives on each 
platform:

4,557

3,853

3,626

1,744

1,532

1,512

1,478

4,307

HealthyCows1

Twitter Creative 2

HealthyCows2

Twitter Creative 1

Bumper_CowsExercising

HealthyCows1

Bumper_CowsMilkshakes

HealthyCows2

Exposure by dollar of the 6- second creatives

In short formats, TikTok obtains 
the most exposure, beating 
even YouTube Bumper ads. 

9.    To create this metric, for each creative, we multiplied the number of video completions by the length of the video. Then we multiplied 75% of the number of views 
(we subtracted the number of video completions to give 75% of net video views) by 75% of the duration of the videos and added them to the previous calculation. 
We did this with all the steps and, lastly, added one second per impression.
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Results per $  
As a final summary, we show the main 
metrics (CPM, CPV, CPC and CPME) under 
study for each platform:

This graph10 shows that TikTok obtains 
better performance than the rest, only 
surpassed by YouTube in CPME (Cost per 
thousand seconds exposure).

10.   We multiplied the CPV by 100 in order to have a similar scale to the other metrics.

TikTok Snapchat TwitterFacebookYoutube

CPM, CPV, CPC and CPME metrics per $

CPM CPV* CPC CPME

0.46 0.18 0.12 0.29

YouTube

TikTok

1.85 0.19 1.49 0.22

Facebook 3.72 0.59 0.21 0.65

Snapchat 1.1 0.46 0.39 0.64

Twitter 2.33 0.47 0.34 0.65
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Decay over time
Another interesting pattern that we found 
when looking at the results, closely related 
to the time-based metric, is the decay of 
the metrics over time.

This chart shows the number of 
impressions and video views for TikTok 
and Snapchat. While there is a general 
downward trend in this ratio, it is most 
notable for these two networks. As we 
see with the shaded areas, the more 
accumulated impressions TikTok and 
Snapchat have, the lower the ratio is. 

Stickiness (Video Views / Impressions)
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11.   Despite having established a maximum number of impressions per user on each platform, it must be taken into account that the campaigns on the different 
platforms were launched in the same time period, so this may explain an overexposure to the ad over time.

This may be due to the “fatigue” 
effect, meaning more impressions are 
required to achieve the same level of 
video views. If we observe this behavior 
and an increase in the frequency metric, 
we will need to modify the creatives, so that 
the same user is not “overexposed” to the 
same video ad multiple times11.
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Facebook Youtube

CPM per platform - Deloitte Benchmark

SnapchatTikTok

100 117
245 276

Case Study: The Arla Cross Platform Measurement Study

Deloitte 
Benchmark 
After studying more than 100 campaigns for the retail industry, 
Deloitte has produced a benchmark that allows us to have an 
additional platform comparison. This benchmark is made from 
campaigns that were not fully aligned with each other, with 
different budgets, frequencies, creatives, etc. Therefore, we 
recommend taking these figures only as a guide, since they do 
not come from a completely fair experiment, such as the one 
presented in this document. 

As TikTok has been the best platform in terms of CPM, we have 
used this network to index the results, i.e., results indexed to overall 
TikTok CPM=100:

TikTok’s CPM is also more competitive on this Deloitte Benchmark. 
Snapchat’s is the closest one, both for the Benchmark and for the 
Arla Foods campaign. As can be observed, the CPMs for YouTube 
and Facebook are also higher than for TikTok, as we have seen in 
“The Arla Foods Brand Awareness Challenge”.
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